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MESSAGE FROM THE 2021 
SPE OFFSHORE EUROPE 
TECHNICAL COMMITTEE CHAIR

Dear Colleagues,

On behalf of the Offshore Europe 2021 Executive 
Committee, the Technical Programme Committee, 
and its sponsoring organisations, we invite 
you to submit a technical paper proposal for 
presentation at Europe’s leading Offshore 
Exhibition & Conference. OE21 will take place 7–10 
September in Aberdeen, Scotland at the state-of-
the-art venue, P&J Live.

2020 has been a turbulent year for the upstream industry 

which has had to respond to the Covid-19 pandemic, an 

unprecedented drop in global energy demand and the 

resulting impact on prices. This has required some difficult 

decision making. However, we have also seen some of our 

industry’s best characteristics, resilience and innovation, 

amplified in the response.

Looking forward to OE21 we encourage you to share your 

goals, successes and ideas as part of an industry leading 

technical programme. With the overarching theme of “Oil 

& Gas: Working Together for a Net Zero Future”, the event 

aims to deliver a contemporary yet balanced technical 

programme, covering new areas of interest as well as 

making time for more long-established topics.

The offshore industry has an important role to play in the 

transition to the low carbon economy. This is reflected 

in the conference theme, and in our Call for Papers 

topics. We anticipate exciting discussion and debate as 

the industry steps up to the energy transition challenge. 

In parallel, we are observing an increased drive for 

digitalisation to further the advancement of cost reduction 

as well as improved safety and performance.

OE21 provides a unique platform to showcase the latest 

technical views and developments within the industry, 

bringing together practitioners and innovators at the same 

time. We thank you in advance for your efforts and look 

forward to receiving high-quality submissions that will help 

shape a vibrant future for the offshore industry.

Kevin Gallagher 
SPE Offshore Europe 2021 Technical Committee Chair and 

Digital Transformation Lead, CNOOC International
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PAPER PROPOSAL AND 
SUBMITTAL GUIDELINES

GENERAL GUIDELINES

1. Obtain necessary clearance from your management.

2. The paper abstract must be a minimum of 225 words and 

no more than 450 words in length and should include a 

description of the proposed paper, results / conclusions, 

and the technical category most applicable to your paper.

3. The abstract must be received by 11 January 2021.

4. Submit your abstracts online at offshore-europe.co.uk. The 

website also offers guidelines for preparing and submitting 

your paper proposal on time.

5. Do not include the title or author names in the body of the 

abstract. The title and author information will be requested 

separately through the submission system.

6. Please note that, if accepted, your abstract may be 

published, as submitted, in conference information media, 

including the event website.

7. Authors whose abstracts are accepted will be required 

to provide a manuscript for inclusion in the conference 

proceedings. Authors who do not submit a manuscript, 

together with the associated publication forms, by the due 

date will be withdrawn from the programme and will not be 

allowed to present at the conference. Manuscripts will be 

due to SPE by 7 June 2021.

CHANGES, CANCELLATIONS, AND WITHDRAWALS

SPE and the Programme Committee consider  an accepted 

abstract as a commitment to present. 

If extenuating circumstances prevent the author from making the 

presentation, it is the author’s obligation to find an alternative 

presenter and notify their SPE programme lead and their session 

chairs (if applicable). Withdrawals must be made in writing to 

the SPE office as soon as possible. Under no circumstances can 

a submitted abstract be changed once it has been put forward. 

Cancellations, particularly after a paper has been accepted and 

publicised, are viewed by the SPE as highly unprofessional.

SPE CONFERENCE DUAL-SUBMISSION POLICY

As of 1 May 2013 authors will be allowed to submit abstracts 

to only one conference at a time. An abstract must be 

declined by a programme committee prior to being submitted 

to another conference for consideration. In the event it is 

detected that an abstract has been submitted to more than 

one conference, all versions / copies of that abstract will be 

removed from consideration.

Any paper previously presented at a conference and 

published in OnePetro may not be resubmitted for publication 

at another SPE conference. The author may present the 

subject matter at subsequent conferences at the invitation of 

the programme committee, but the paper will not be included 

in the conference proceedings.

NO PRESENTATION POLICY

The failure of SPE conference authors to have at least one 

designated individual present the paper at the conference will 

result in the conference paper being permanently withdrawn 

from the SPE technical paper archive in OnePetro.

A WORD ABOUT COMMERCIALISM

SPE has a stated policy against the use of commercial trade 

names, company logos, or language that is commercial in tone 

in the paper title, text or slides. Use of such terms will result in 

careful scrutiny by the Programme Committee in evaluating 

abstracts and the presence of commercialism in the paper may 

result in its being withdrawn from the programme.

COPYRIGHT

All authors of papers presented at the conference will be 

required to complete and submit a copyright release form to 

the Society of Petroleum Engineers or submit the copyright 

exemption form where applicable.

To view SPE’s full conference and publi-
cation policies visit:  
www.spe.org/en/authors/policies/

VISIT OFFSHORE-EUROPE.CO.UK
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO SUBMIT YOUR ABSTRACT

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT: SOCIETY OF PETROLEUM ENGINEERS, EUROPE AND CASPIAN
TEL: +44 (0) 208 078 6722 EMAIL: LONDONPROG@SPE.ORG
FOURTH FLOOR WEST, AMERICA HOUSE, 2 AMERICA SQUARE, LONDON EC3N 2LU, UK

The SPE is committed to ensuring that the environmental impact of our events is kept to a minimum. We aim to make progress in the field of sustainability through reducing energy usage, promoting eco-friendly 
mobility, reducing water consumption and limiting waste - core values which are in keeping with those of the Oil and Gas industry.
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